
Coaching New and 
Pre-service Elementary 

Science Teachers
Fostering and supporting the love teachers have for 

science through the tensions of elementary education 



Tensions of the Elementary Science Teacher 
Focus of Science 

vs. 
Other Subject Areas and High 

Stakes Testing

Responsibility of Teaching 
Science 

vs. 
Lack of Science Background

Teaching with Fidelity 
vs. 

Time Constraints

Having a science coach 
vs. 

not having a science 
coach

Budgets 

vs. 

High quality materials, 
curriculum, and 

professional development 



Working with elementary teachers new to NGSS

Science Content Knowledge

Teaching My Classroom

Management Skills for Teaching Science



Importance of Elementary Science Coach 

Ensure quality 
instruction through 

facilitation

Co-plan with teachers

Follow up with 
one-on-one support

Helps teachers see the 
reasons not to omit or 

modify curriculum

Help develop and 
facilitate authentic 

science learning 
experiences

Help teachers reflect on 
practice and navigate 

tensions

Help see the need for 
practices and learn how 

to incorporate them 
into the classroom



Coaching new and preservice teachers

1. Model
2. Reflect
3. Try it out
4. Debrief

Teacher

Coach



1. Coherent
2. Integrated
3. Engaged
4. Practical



Think like a 3rd Grader Think like a Teacher

What do you 
anticipate a student 
in your class might 
think? What might 
they say?  Channel 

your inner 3rd 
grader

Reflecting on 
pedagogical 
approach, 

instructional 
routines, 

classroom culture, 
logistics/supports, 

etc.



Norms

Click on the 

image to get the 

full PDF sheet of 

the science 

classroom 
norms



Today, we are going to look at 
lots of different kinds of 

butterflies

Write in the chat you notice and wonder but don’t click 
enter until I say!





These are the actual sizes of 
each butterfly!

Which of these butterflies 
have you seen before, where 
did you see them? 



Driving Question Board (DQB)

A tool to generate, keep track, and revisit student questions



Lesson 3: How big were ancient butterflies?
1. Students examine 2 butterfly fossils and measure them.
2. Students figure out through obtaining information that...

Full wing span: 5 cm
Lived 55 million years ago
Found in Denmark 

Full wing span: 4 cm
Lived 34 million years ago
Found in Colorado



55 million years Vs. Today

Tropical Seasonal Changes



34 Million years Vs. Today



Consensus Model

What questions do we still have?



Lesson 8: Putting it all together - Why has 
the size of butterflies changed so much 

overtime?

Use evidence and come to a consensus.



Final Model



Link to the Butterfly Fossil Phenomena 
Presentation here…

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1s0b5obj9WoGy_AOc1khLBrYurhdr6aWJtzmim
BHd1Yo/edit?usp=sharing



Next Steps

Work with small groups of 
teachers or one-on-one 
focusing on strategies in 

lessons

Reflect on what 
happened 

Observe lesson in 
action



Work on Strategy with Small groups



Observe Lesson in Action

I think...
I wonder..

We don’t 
evaluate 

teaching, we 
observe student 

thinking and 
ideas







Reflection
One student said, “I think it is because 
snow” 

Teacher responded with, “Can you say 
more about that?”

Student said, “ I think snow freezes rocks 
on the mountain and the rocks break into 
smaller pieces and fall down as sand”

^ This student was not comfortable sharing her model. Student 
reads below grade level and isn’t used to having correct answer 
in class. 

Powerful 
discussions 

about what we 
heard and saw 

in the 
classroom


